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Abstract - Since 1985 a resident community of Atlantic spotted dolphins (Stenella frontalis), and bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), have been studied underwater in the Bahamas. Over 200 individuals of both species have been identified and observed over the years. Basic correlations with sound patterns and behavior such as whistles during contact/reunions and squawks during aggression have been reported. This paper describes a small subset of their vocal repertoire that involves synchronous/rhythmic sound production. Dolphin behavior was recorded underwater using underwater video cameras with hydrophone input. Vocalizations were correlated with basic underwater behavioral activity and analyzed using Raven 1.3. Spotted dolphins were observed using two types of synchronized vocalizations including synchronized squawks (burst pulsed vocalizations) and screams-(overlapping FM whistles) during intraspecific and interspecific aggression. Bottlenose dolphins used three types of synchronized vocalizations; whistles/buzz bouts, bray/buzz bouts, and buzz bouts during intraspecific aggression. Body postures were synchronous with physical movements and often mirrored the rhythm of the vocalizations. The intervals between highly synchronized vocalizations had small variance and created a rhythmic quality and cadence to the acoustic sequences. Three types of vocalizations had similar ratios of sound duration to the spacing between sounds (Screams, whistle/buzz bouts, and bray/buzz bouts). Temporal aspects of sequences of sound and postures may be important aspects of individual and group coordination and behavior in delphinids.
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Synchrony, both visual and acoustic, occurs in a variety of taxa in the animal kingdom. Visual synchrony occurs in terrestrial animals and includes fireflies that synchronize their bioluminescent flashing in the tropical night (Buck, 1988) and clusters of male fiddler crabs that wave their claws in synchrony to attract females for mating (Backwell, Jennions, & Passmore, 1998). Acoustic synchrony has also been described for insects that synchronize their chirps in multi-male chorusing (Greenfield & Shaw, 1983; Otte, 1977), in chorusing frogs (Klump & Gerhardt, 1992; Wells, 1977), in young wolves (Coscia, Phillips, & Fentress, 1991) and in other taxa (Greenfield & Roizen, 1993; Nityananda & Balakrishnan, 2008).

Acoustic synchrony has been described as a rhythmic repetition of signals in conformity with a regular beat or pulse (Greenfield, 1994). Pulse-born acoustic synchrony in bonobo chimpanzees is described by de Waal (1988) as staccato hooting that is almost perfectly synchronized in a steady rhythm.
of about two calls per second. **Choruses** and **duets** are also observed in a variety of taxa. The difficulty of consistently identifying subjects that utter each vocalization within a group makes analysis of acoustic synchrony challenging. **Duets** usually involve two individuals whose vocalizations co-occur, most often in association with social monogamy and territoriality (e.g., primates - Haimoff, 1986; Robinson, 1981). **Choruses** involve more than two individuals producing a chorus during which there may be some temporally distinct vocal units, and some overlapping vocal units (Baker-Medard, Baker, & Logue, 2013). Chorusing by groups can be alternating or synchronous and does not necessarily involve overlapping vocalizations but instead may have a sequential nature with only slight temporal overlaps of sounds.

When synchrony (vocal and physical) is involved in simultaneous calling events, synchrony has been thought to have evolutionary advantages for multi-male groups during various behavior activities (Greenfield, 1994). **Rhythmic** acoustic signals are a component of synchronous calling, and when present are defined by equal spacing between sounds during acoustic events (e.g., Maier, 1982; Zelick & Narins, 1983), but rhythm may not be present in all behaviors. Hershey and Movellan (1999) have specifically described the importance of localizing acoustic signals using correlated visual signals. Synchronized vocal behavior also appears to involve vocal learning and convergence for a few social mammal species including primates and cetaceans (Boesch, 1991; Janik & Slater, 1997, 2000; Marler & Mundinger, 1971; Nottebohm, 1976).

Synchronized surfacing, breathing, and diving has been reported for small delphinids and odontocetes, including Indian Ocean bottlenose dolphins **Tursiops aduncus** (Connor, Smolker, & Bejder, 2006; Mann & Smuts, 1999; Sakai, Morisaka, Kogi, Hishii, & Kahshima, 2009), during herding behavior of females (Connor & Smolker, 1996; Connor, Smolker, & Richards, 1992), in bottlenose dolphin breathing **Tursiops truncatus** (Hastie, Wilson, Tufft, & Thompson, 2003; Perelberg & Schuster, 2008), during the coordination of spinner dolphin behavior **Stenella longirostris** (Brownlee & Norris, 1994), in male pantropical spotted dolphin, **Stenella attenuata**, behavior observed in tuna-nets (Pryor & Kang-Shallenberger, 1991), in killer whale behavior **Orcinus orca** (Heimlich-Boran, 1988), in pilot whale breathing **Globicephala** sp. (Senigaglia & Whitehead, 2012), and in sperm whale diving **Physeter catadon** (Whitehead, 1996).

Vocal chorusing has been reported in bottlenose dolphins (Janik, Simard, Sayigh, Mann, & Frankel, 2011) and rhythmic braying has been recorded during various social behavior for bottlenose dolphins in Portugal (dos Santos, Ferreira, & Harzen, 1995). Synchronous screams and squawks have been correlated with underwater behavior in Atlantic spotted dolphins, **Stenella frontalis**, and bottlenose dolphins during intra and interspecific aggression (Herzing, 1996; Herzing & Johnson, 1997).

Although many types of these synchronized vocalizations have been recorded for cetaceans, the correlated underwater behavior and function of these vocalizations is often unknown due to the lack of underwater observations. This paper describes five synchronized vocalizations types (Figure 3 A-E) used rhythmically and correlated with underwater behavior for two species of delphinids. 1) **Squawks** are a type of discrete non-tonal burst-pulsed sound, usually less than 1.5 sec long with varying repetition rates between 200 – 1200 clicks per second (Herzing, 1996). **Squawks** are described for various dolphins and toothed whales (Herzing, 1996, 2000; Overstrom, 1983; Sjare & Smith, 1986) and are typically used in close proximity aggressive communication. Synchronized squawks are highly coordinated, temporarily discrete, burst-pulsed vocalizations that have been described for Atlantic spotted dolphins in the context of male aggression between Atlantic spotted dolphins and bottlenose dolphins in the Bahamas (Herzing, 1996); 2) **Screams** are a tonal sound and consist of 5 or 6 overlapping FM whistles made by multiple animals simultaneously. **Screams** have been described for Atlantic spotted dolphins by Herzing (1996) during highly escalated agonistic/aggressive interspecies dolphin aggression, and recently described for bottlenose dolphins but labeled as chorusing whistles (Janik et al., 2011); 3) **Frequency-modulated (FM) whistles** are tonal sounds and signature whistles are especially well-studied (Caldwell, Caldwell, & Tyack, 1990; Tyack, 1993; McCowan & Reiss, 1995). **Whistles** are used for contact and reunion events and as long-distance signals; 4) **Brays** are a two-part burst-pulsed sound, typically < 0.5 s long per part, and were first described during social behavior for bottlenose dolphins in Portugal by dos Santos, Caporin, Moreira, Ferreira, & Coelho, 1990, and later in detail by dos Santos et al., 1995, and later
described for bottlenose dolphins in Scotland during surface-defined foraging measures (Janik, 2000); 5) **Buzzes** are click trains that last from > 1 s up to minutes and have various repetition rates between 200 – 2000 clicks per sec and are used for both foraging and social purposes including discipline, courtship, and aggression (Herzing 1996, 2000, 2004).

The objective of this paper is to describe the vocal features and rhythmic components of these five types of vocalizations when used in synchronous and rhythmic bouts and their correlated underwater behavior. Identifying the vocalizer in most studies is difficult. For these observations synchronous vocalizations were matched with synchronous physical behavior to identify the potential vocalizers. Two types, *Synchronized Squawks* and *Synchronized Screams*, are described for Atlantic spotted dolphins. Three types, *Synchronized Whistle/Buzz Bouts*, *Synchronized Bray/Buzz Bouts*, and *Synchronized Buzz Bouts*, are described for bottlenose dolphins.

**Method**

**Field Site and General Data Collection**

In the Bahamas, a resident group of Atlantic spotted dolphins have been behaviorally observed underwater on Little Bahama Bank (LBB) since 1985. Life history (Herzing, 1997) and correlations with sound and behavior (Herzing, 1996, 2000, 2004), ultrasonic vocalizations (Lammers, Au, & Herzing, 2003), social structure (Elliser & Herzing, 2012, 2014), and genetics (Green, Herzing, & Baldwin, 2011) have been described. In the Bahamas a complicated relationship also exists between Atlantic spotted dolphins (*Stenella frontalis*) and bottlenose dolphins (*Tursiops truncatus*). Previous observations have shown a variety of regular affiliative and aggressive behaviors (Herzing & Johnson, 1997). Long-term interactions between these sympatric Atlantic spotted dolphins and bottlenose dolphins in the Bahamas have been observed consistently every summer since 1985. These two species spend 15% of their time engaged in interspecies activities including foraging, traveling, play, alloparental care, aggressive activity and interspecific alliances (Herzing & Johnson, 1997). The importance of synchronous male spotted dolphin behavior during fights with bottlenose dolphins has also been described (Cusick & Herzing, 2014).

Since 1985 Atlantic spotted dolphins and bottlenose dolphins have been observed every summer for approximately 100 days, May through September, on Little Bahama Bank (LBB). These two species are resident and sympatric and have a clear physical size difference: an adult bottlenose dolphin is approximately 1 m larger than an adult spotted dolphin. This is an area of shallow water, ranging approximately 6 to 16 m in depth, 480 km² in size. Underwater visibility averages 30 m. Observations were conducted using a 20-m motor-powered catamaran.

When dolphins were encountered researchers entered the water to obtain underwater video and simultaneous sound using various cameras (e.g., Sony TRV PC110, Sony XR550) with attached hydrophones (e.g., Labcore up to 20 kHz, -192 dB re 1µPa). Sampling included *ad libitum*, focal, and behavioral events (Altmann, 1974). All dolphins were identified using standard photo identification techniques using underwater cameras, and determination of sex was accomplished by underwater visual observation of the genital area. Age classes for spotted dolphin were classified using Herzing (1997) modified after *S. attenuata* (Perrin, 1970) and the life history, reproductive activity, association patterns, and underwater sound and behavior of these resident dolphins have been well documented for over 29 years, spanning three generations. Bottlenose dolphins were classified as adults, juveniles, and calves.

Other data recorded include date, time, location, associations, environmental information, and general behavioral activity. Video information was logged and reviewed every evening on board the research vessel and included detailed notes and scoring of underwater behaviors and vocalizations. This long-term data set of audio and visual information has been archived since 1985 and is accessible for detailed analysis based on individuals (220 spotted dolphins, 200 bottlenose dolphins), age classes, and general behavior categories (foraging, aggression, courtship, discipline, traveling, playing). Although spotted dolphins were the main focus of this long-term project and most frequently recorded, we also
occasionally observed the underwater behavior of bottlenose dolphins.

**Sound and Behavior Recordings - Atlantic Spotted Dolphins**

Atlantic spotted dolphin video samples were selected for 5 adult *interspecific* encounters, 2 adult *intraspecific* aggressive encounters, and 5 juvenile *intraspecific* aggressive encounters when synchronous vocalizations were present (Table 1). *Synchronized squawks* were extracted from the underwater video when coalitions of male spotted dolphins were tightly grouped together and chasing either a bottlenose dolphin or another male spotted coalition. *Screams* were extracted in segments when male spotted coalitions were huddled tightly together with open mouths and showed general agitation after an *intraspecific* fight. A total of 24 screams and their 22 ISIs (Inter-signal intervals), 116 adults synchronized squawks and their 89 ISI’s, and 63 juvenile synchronized squawks and their 58 ISI’s were measured. Because of the extreme rhythmic nature of one sequence (08209202) the vocal sequence was divided into presynch, maximum synch, and post synch, to measure the most synchronized squawks within the sequence. All spectrograms were generated and measured using Raven Pro software.

Spotted dolphins used synchronized screams during *intraspecific* fights, and synchronized squawks during both *intra* and *interspecific* aggressive contexts. Only male spotted dolphins were observed to coordinate their behavior and apparent vocalizations in these settings (Figure 1A). During these interspecific fights bottlenose males were sometimes observed synchronizing their leaps out of the water and reentry into the water, with no apparent vocal coordination by the bottlenose dolphins.

Table 1

*Description of Dolphin Encounters that Contained Synchronous or Rhythmic Vocalizations. (SP = Spotted dolphin, BN = Bottlenose dolphin, AD = adults, JUV = Juveniles)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month/day/year/Encounter #</th>
<th>Time-video log</th>
<th>Vocalization Type</th>
<th>Species &amp; Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07040001</td>
<td>06:00</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP/BN AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08310202</td>
<td>33:00</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP/BN AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07040301</td>
<td>20:04/21:30</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP/BN AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07310502</td>
<td>44:55</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP/BN AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08209202</td>
<td>52:00</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP/BN AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06090104</td>
<td>1:23:30</td>
<td>Synchronized Screams</td>
<td>SP AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06100302</td>
<td>14:00</td>
<td>Synchronized Screams</td>
<td>SP AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08210104</td>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP JUV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06180301</td>
<td>5:37</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP JUV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07100401</td>
<td>28:50</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP JUV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08210403</td>
<td>25:30</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP JUV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08190101</td>
<td>29:00</td>
<td>Synchronized Squawks</td>
<td>SP JUV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08230602</td>
<td>34:00/49:00</td>
<td>Synchronized Whistle/Buzz</td>
<td>BN AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bray/Buzz, &amp; Buzz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Behaviors observed during synchronized vocalizations. A) Male Atlantic spotted dolphins chase bottlenose during Synchronized Squawks and Synchronized Screams, B) Male Atlantic bottlenose dolphins dyads go head-to-head and expel bubbles, and C) Male Atlantic bottlenose dolphin dyads coordinate orientation during whistle/buzzes, bray/buzzes, and synchronized buzzes.
Sound and Behavior Recordings - Bottlenose Dolphins

Bottlenose dolphin synchronized vocalizations were extracted from one unique \textit{intraspecific} aggressive encounter at 1525 on 23 August 2006, when a rare underwater observation of social behavior occurred for 117 min (Table 1). The behavior of 30 bottlenose dolphins was recorded on underwater video. This group contained 12 adult males, 7 adult females, 4 unsexed adults, 3 juvenile males, 1 juvenile female, 1 unsexed juvenile, 2 female calves. When dyads of dolphins began coordinating their head to head aggressive orientations synchronized vocal bouts, along with jaw claps and tail slaps, ensued. One part of this recorded observation involved a synchronized vocalization bout consisting of two types of vocalizations, a whistle and a buzz, followed by a silence (\textit{Whistle/buzz bout}, \(N = 9\)) that was repeated multiple times. A second type of synchronized vocalization bout also contained a combination of two types of vocalizations, a bray sequence followed by a buzz, followed by silence (\textit{Bray/buzz bout} \(N = 6\)) and repeated multiple times. A third type of synchronized vocalization bout contained a single buzz (\textit{Buzz Bout}) followed by silence and repeated multiple times. All bouts had a rhythmic quality to them and if they contained two types of vocalizations were measured separately (e.g., whistle measured, buzz measured) as well as one bout unit (e.g., total duration of whistle/space/buzz measured). Inter-signal intervals (ISI) between sound types and between bouts were also measured. Bouts were also measured as one unit (e.g., containing the whistle and the buzz) as well as the bout’s ISI (Figure 2). During all three types of vocal bouts the bottlenose group displayed coordinated physical behavior. Bubble trails were seen coming from the coordinated individuals during all three types of bouts (sometimes an indication of the vocalizer) and physical behavior was also tightly synchronized during all displays (Figure 1B & 1C).

It is unknown if one dolphin, or two dolphins or more, are producing these bouts of sounds. But during the observation of synchronous vocalizations two dyads of male bottlenose faced off with each other and were observed synchronizing their head movements both within their dyad and between dyads. Other behavior that occurred during this encounter, but not during the synchronized vocalizations, included 2 males that followed 1 mother/calf pair, and 2 other males with visible erections that pursued 1 small female bottlenose dolphin.

Samples of all five vocalization types (Figure 3A-E, Figure 4A & 4B) were extracted from the underwater video and processed in Raven 1.3. Frequency, duration, and inter-signal intervals were measured and described for each sound type and correlated with general behavior categories (Table 2). These vocalizations were only observed in aggressive or courtship contexts.
Figure 2. Example of a spectrogram and Raven measurements of a bottlenose dolphin whistle/buzz bout. Included are duration measurements of whistles, inter-signal interval (ISI) between the whistle and the buzz, and the buzz. Also measured is the duration of the combined whistle/ISI/buzz as a “bout” (43) and the ISI between “bouts” that are spaced between bouts.

A) Synchronized Squawks – Spotted Dolphins
B) Synchronized Screams – Spotted Dolphins

C) Frequency-modulated Whistles/Buzzes – Bottlenose Dolphins
**D)** Synchronized Brays/Buzz – Bottlenose Dolphins

![Synchronized Brays/Buzz Spectrogram]

**E)** Synchronized Buzz – Bottlenose Dolphins

![Synchronized Buzz Spectrogram]

*Figure 3.* Spectrographic examples of five synchronized vocalizations types. A) Synchronized Squawks of spotted Dolphins, B) Synchronized Screams of spotted dolphins, C) Frequency-modulated Whistles/Buzzes of bottlenose dolphins, D) Synchronized Brays/Buzz of bottlenose dolphins, and E) Synchronized Buzz of bottlenose dolphins.
A) Zoom in of the details of the Bray/Buzz – Bottlenose Dolphins

B) Zoom out of Synchronized Buzzes showing rhythmic aspects – Bottlenose Dolphins

Figure 4. Details of some rhythmic vocalizations including A) Zoom in of the details of the Bray/Buzz of bottlenose dolphins, and B) Zoom out of Synchronized Buzzes showing rhythmic aspects of bottlenose dolphins
Table 2

*Measurements of Five Types of Synchronous Vocalizations in Two Species of Delphinids*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Vocalization</th>
<th>Vocalization Duration Mean / SD (seconds)</th>
<th>Intersignal Interval (ISI) Mean/SD (seconds)</th>
<th>Frequency Range (kHz)</th>
<th>VOC/ISI Ratio</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Behavioral Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Squawks N = 46</td>
<td>0.18/0.10</td>
<td>0.36/0.33</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>Ad Sp Only</td>
<td>Intraspecific Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Squawks N = 63</td>
<td>0.50/0.33</td>
<td>0.64/0.50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>Juv Sp Only</td>
<td>Intraspecific Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Squawks N = 70</td>
<td>0.52/0.31</td>
<td>0.60/0.53</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>Ad Sp/Bn</td>
<td>Interspecific Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Synchrony Measurements N = 70</td>
<td>Pre/post 0.54/0.32</td>
<td>Pre/post 0.63/0.57</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Pre/post 0.86</td>
<td>Ad Sp/Bn</td>
<td>Interspecific Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Screams N = 24</td>
<td>1.14/.44</td>
<td>0.40/0.22</td>
<td>5.373-6.893 kHz</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>Ad Sp Only</td>
<td>Intra &amp; Interspecific Aggression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Whistle/Buzz Bout N = 9</td>
<td>Wh 1.08/0.12 Buzz 0.75/0.15</td>
<td>Wh/Buzz 0.22/0.07 Bout 2.05/0.27</td>
<td>Wh 4.291-9.343 kHz Avg change 5.052 kHz</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>Bn Only</td>
<td>Intraspecific Aggression &amp; Courtship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Bray/Buzz Bout N = 6</td>
<td>Bray 1.42/0.29 Buzz 0.50/0.05</td>
<td>N/A Bout 0.76/0.20</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>Bn Only</td>
<td>Intraspecific Aggression &amp; Courtship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronized Buzz Bouts N = 5</td>
<td>2.90/0.67</td>
<td>3.02/0.88</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>Bn Only</td>
<td>Intraspecific Aggression &amp; Courtship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

**Atlantic Spotted Dolphin Synchronized Vocalizations**

1. **Synchronized Squawks – Intraspecific Spotted Dolphins.** Squawks were about one-half the duration of the ISI after a squawk (ratio of SSQ to the ISI was 0.51:1). The mean duration for adult spotted dolphins synchronized squawks was 0.18 s (SD 0.10) and the mean duration for the ISI was 0.36 s (SD 0.33). Juvenile squawks were shorter in duration than the ISI following a squawk (ratio of SSQ to ISI was 0.78:1). The mean duration for juvenile spotted dolphin synchronized squawks was 0.50 (SD 0.33) and the mean duration for ISI was 0.64 s (SD 0.50).

2. **Synchronized Scream Bouts – Intra and Interspecific Aggression.** Screams were almost three times as long as the ISI between scream bouts (ratio of SCR to ISI was 2.87:1). The mean duration of a scream bout in adult male spotted dolphins was 1.14 s (SD 0.44) and the mean duration for the ISI was 0.40 s (SD 0.22). Screams were modulated between 5.373 kHz and 6.893 kHz.
3. Synchronized Squawks – *Interspecific Aggression*. Squawks were shorter than the ISI that followed a squawk (ratio of SQ to ISI duration was 0.87:1). The mean duration for adult spotted dolphin synchronized squawks during interspecies aggression was 0.52 s (SD 0.31) and the mean duration for the ISI was 0.60 s (SD 0.53). This sequence was also broken down by pre/post synchrony and maximum synchrony. Before and after maximum physical synchrony occurred squawks remained a bit shorter than the ISI that followed a squawk (ratio of SSQ to ISI was 0.86:1). During pre/post synchrony the mean duration of a squawk was 0.54 s (SD 0.32) and the mean duration of the ISI was 0.63 s (SD 0.57). During maximum postural and acoustic synchrony squawks were one and one-half the duration of the ISI that followed the squawk (ratio of SQ to ISI was 1.48:1), the mean duration of a squawk was 0.42 s (SD 0.04), and the mean duration of the ISI was 0.28 (SD 0.02). The standard deviation of both the squawk and the ISI during maximum synchrony was also low (0.04/0.02) verifying the strong rhythmic aspect of the sequence during maximum physical synchrony.

**Bottlenose Dolphin Synchronized Vocalizations**

1. Whistle/Buzz Bouts. The mean duration of whistles was 1.08 s (SD 0.12). Frequencies of whistles ranged between 4.291 kHz – 9.343 kHz with an average frequency change of 5.052 kHz. The mean duration of the interval between whistle and the buzz was 0.22 sec (SD 0.07). The mean duration of the buzz was 0.75 s (SD 0.15). The mean duration of the whistle/buzz bout combined was 2.05 s (SD 0.27). The mean duration of the interval between whistle bouts was 0.84 sec (SD 0.15). The whistle/buzz bout was two and one-half times the duration of the ISI following the bout (ratio of whistle/buzz bout to ISI was 2.44:1).

2. Bray/Buzz Bouts. The mean duration of a bray sequence was 1.42 s (SD 0.29). The mean duration of a buzz was 0.50 (SD 0.05). The mean duration of the Bray/buzz bout combined was 1.92 sec (SD 0.31). The mean duration of the ISI following the bray/buzz bout was 0.76 s (SD 0.20). The bray/buzz bout was two and one-half times the duration of the ISI following the bout (ratio of Bray/Buzz bout to ISI was 2.52:1).

3. Buzz Bouts. The mean duration of a buzz was 2.90 s (SD 0.67). The mean duration of the ISI interval was 3.02 s (SD 0.88). Buzzes and their ISI were near parity (ratio between the buzz and the following ISI was 0.96:1).

**Discussion**

This study focused on describing the presence of synchronous vocal events during underwater behaviors. Adult Atlantic spotted dolphins show tight rhythmic qualities in their synchronized screams and squawks as compared to juvenile spotted dolphin examples. In both adult and juvenile spotted dolphins, squawks were typically 0.5 s or less, with slightly longer ISIs. In one sequence where measurements were taken when acoustic rhythm was at a maximum (spacing between vocalizations had the smallest SD and when physical synchrony was tight) the ratio of the duration of squawk to ISI was 1.48:1, as compared to pre and post maximum synchrony ratio of 0.86:1. In addition, during maximum coordination the SD of both the squawk duration and the ISI duration was very low (0.04/0.02) further showing the consistent quality of spacing and rhythm. Synchronized screams were also consistent in spacing but had a longer duration of screams relative to the ISI (2.87:1).

Bottlenose dolphins used a variety of synchronized vocalizations during an intraspecific aggressive context. Bottlenose dolphins used three different types of bouts, one with whistles/buzzes, one with bray/buzzes, and one with only buzzes during these rhythmic vocal sequences. Bottlenose dolphins that synchronized vocalization bouts (whistle/buzz, brays/buzz, and buzz) showed rhythmic qualities. During Whistles/Buzz and Bray/Buzz Bouts bottlenose dolphins combine either a multiple whistles, or
multiple brays, with a buzz during rhythmic sequences. In both examples, the combined vocalization (e.g., whistle plus buzz, or brays plus buzz) duration was over two times the duration of the ISI between bouts (2.44/2.52). Therefore, when dolphins used a whistle/buzz or a bray/buzz, the ratio between the vocalization bout and the interval between was similar in duration. Synchronized buzzing was also rhythmic with close to parity ratio between the sound and the ISI (0.96:1).

Although both whistles and brays have been reported in the literature, the rhythmic aspect has not been reported in detail. In Scotland, Janik (2000) reported the context of Brays in feeding behavior, based on surface observations of fast swimming. However the brays observed underwater in the Bahamas occurred during social behavior, specifically male fighting and during the pursuit of females. The occurrence of multiple bray vocalization “type” bouts, in combinations with many different signals, by bottlenose dolphins in Portugal has been reported during surface observations of both feeding and social interaction (dos Santos et al., 1995). In all 3 study sites, the frequency of bray occurrence seems rare and it may also be that this sound is used in multiple contexts in the wild.

Young Atlantic spotted males (ages 4-8), during the development of alliance behavior, show partial synchronization of both swimming behavior and squawks during mock fights (Herzing, unpublished data) but their vocalizations bouts are rarely fully synchronized or rhythmic to meet the criteria of vocal synchrony. Learning the appropriate rhythmic spacing of a signal, and learning to coordinate such signals as a group, may occur during these developmental years. This suggests that young dolphins may need to learn and practice synchronization skills as they practice other skills during developmental periods (Bender, Herzing, & Bjorklund, 2009). Small delphinids are known for vocal learning that includes mimicry during natural interactions in the wild (Sayigh, Quick, Hastie, & Tyack, 2013) and spontaneous mimicry during exposure to mechanical signals like sonar (DeRuiter et al., 2013).

In other taxa synchrony is known to occur in the context of multi-male displays of sexual advertisement to attract female conspecifics. Male cooperation in these displays raises the question of why a male should cooperate in attracting a female to a group with whom he might have to share her. Detailed studies of synchronous display have generated both formal treatments of mechanisms of entrainment (Sismondo, 1990) and a number of models for the evolution of multi-male synchrony. Greenfield, Tourtellot, and Snedden (1997) suggested that the adaptive significance of chorusing is used by competing males to jam each other’s signals. In the Bahamas, the use of synchronous and overlapping brays and buzzes occurred in the presence of interacting dyads of bottlenose dolphins and potentially support this competitive theory, although female pursuit was also observed suggesting that perhaps these vocalizations serve two simultaneous purposes. However, synchronous squawks and screams occurred only when alliances of 3-8 Atlantic male spotted dolphins were present and coordinating against a foe, showing support for a previous hypotheses by Greenfield (1994) who suggested that male signalers chorus to establish a group-level condition in which their avoidance and confrontation of enemies is enhanced. It may be that different types of vocalizations serve these different functions (squawks/screams to coordinate and bray/buzzes to jam, etc.). All overlapping vocalizations displayed rhythmic temporal intervals between bouts of sounds indicating that they are rhythmic in nature, at least in adult dolphin behavior.

Synchronous calling during true cooperative synchronous behavior is important because simultaneous calling can serve as an amplitude summation of a signal for a group as well as signal coordinated effort. The quality, or level of exact synchrony itself, provides a further measure of male cooperation as well as vocal skill. During behavioral synchrony a male group whose calling extends the reach of its signal by decibel summation would be likely to either deter additional challengers, attract other coalitions of males (dolphins have been observed to form second and third level alliances - Connor et al., 2006; Elliser & Herzing 2014), or potentially attract a greater number of females. Smolker and Pepper (1999) and later Watwood, Tyack, and Wells (2004) established call “type” convergence in male bottlenose dolphin whistles (Tursiops sp.) at two separate field sites. It is likely that call convergence reflects a group identifier that is distinct and may also reflect the degree of social bonds between individuals.
Cusick and Herzing (2014) recently described detailed video analysis of the dynamic process of physical coordination during interspecies interactions between these two species of dolphin in the Bahamas, showing that synchronized physical postures were the deciding factor for the smaller species (spotted dolphins) gaining an upper hand with the physically larger dominant species (bottlenose dolphins). Together the visual and acoustic modalities may form a more powerful signal than one modality alone. It is not known if one species modifies its signal (visual or acoustic) when dealing with an interspecific event vs. an intraspecific event. The importance of behavioral coordination between individuals using acoustic rhythmic signals, which lead to the coordination of movement, has also been discussed by other researchers (Di Paolo, 2000). Synchrony and rhythm have evolved in a variety of taxa and potentially for a variety of reasons. Pulse-born behavioral synchrony is fairly unique in humans with the exception of pulse-based rhythmicity found in music, dance, and poetry (Merker, Madison, & Eckerdal, 2009). Others have described the roots of neuronal synchrony in the brain (e.g., Singer, 1999) suggesting that many taxa may have the infrastructure to evolve synchrony as a valuable mechanism. Both the use of synchrony, and the mechanisms involved, should be examined further to fully understand the function of synchrony. The development of synchrony, and the modification of signals within and between species, is a fruitful area of further investigation to understand the long-term process of synchrony in evolution.
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